The pleated sheet: an unusual negative-staining method for transmission electron microscopy of biological macromolecules.
A novel method for preparing negatively stained specimens is described which appears to improve the routine resolution of biological structure in direct images obtained by transmission electron microscopy. In the new method, which we term the pleated sheet technique, macromolecules are adsorbed to a carbon film by the Valentine procedure (R. Valentine, B. Shapiro, and E. Stadtman (1968) Biochemistry, 7, 2143-2152), and the film then carefully pleated while in contact with a 1% uranyl formate solution to trap stain within the folds of pleats. A grid is placed on the compressed film, and film plus grid retrieved with a Saran Wrap drum. Subsequent dehydration produces a filmed grid containing negatively stained macromolecules within the folds of pleated regions and positively stained macromolecules in single sheet regions. The effect of sandwiching sample and stain between carbon layers is to produce exceedingly uniform negative staining so that stain contours more accurately and more reproducibly reflect true molecular contours. Electron micrographs of IgG and IgA molecules prepared by these methods are exhibited that permit unambiguous comparison of structure imaged in the electron microscope against known structures solved by single-crystal X-ray diffraction. Correlation is excellent; the smallest resolvable element in micrographs is an immunoglobulin domain, whose molecular weight is 12 000.